
 

 

September 22, 2014 

Dear Mrs. Strickland and Nature Explore Classroom team leaders, 

The Nature Explore Program is a joint effort of Arbor Day Foundation and Dimensions Educational 

Research Foundation in collaboration with organizations such as Keep America Beautiful, the USDA 

Forest Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, PLT, American Society of Landscape Architects, and many 

others who are committed to re-connecting children with nature.  Schools, early childhood programs, 

nature centers, arboretums, zoos, parks, and other public spaces are creating Nature Explore 

Classrooms throughout the nation. The growing network of Certified Nature Explore Classrooms can be 

viewed at natureexplore.org 

The attached concept plan has been developed based on field-tested, research-based principles for 

creating effective spaces that support children’s interactions with the natural world. (See page 5 in the 

Learning With Nature Idea Book.) The plan also incorporates many wonderful ideas from community 

members, parents and the staff at Lantrip Elementary & Early Childhood Environmental Magnet School.  

The Nature Explore Classroom in your plan is divided into distinct activity areas. By providing a complete 

mix of activities, children with a variety of needs and learning styles are engaged. By keeping areas 

separated, behavioral issues are reduced. Children are free to take materials from area to area, and to 

combine materials in interesting ways, but benefit from having predictable places to store and find distinct 

types of materials.  

We recommend that when you are ready to begin building, you create at least a portion of each activity 

area initially. You can plan to begin simply, with one or two items in each area at first. More items can 

certainly be added to each area over time, but creating all recommended areas and providing at least 

one experience for children in each area is important to do before beginning to use your space.  

Along with this narrative, this mailing includes:  

 A black & white concept plan 

 A full color concept plan  

 A “Material Quantities” sheet with estimates of volumes of materials that are not found in the 

Nature Explore Resource Guide that are needed to create your space.  This sheet should help 

you in compiling a budget for your plan outside of what elements might be donated.     

 A spreadsheet of community partners who may be able to help you in many ways (natural 

materials, volunteer support, plant materials) as you create your Nature Explore Classroom. 

The Implementation Guide, which was provided to you during your design consultation, explains in depth 

the areas found on your concept plan. Much valuable information about how to create your Nature 
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Explore Classroom is included in the Implementation Guide. We recommend that you and your team 

study it carefully.    

In addition to the information in the Implementation Guide, these are a few noteworthy features unique to 

your space:   

GENERAL DEMO/SITE PREP (Includes but may not be limited to…) 

 The final plan layout may vary from conceptual design based on conditions in the field. 

 Limited earthwork/excavation may be needed for installation of proposed surfaces, concrete footings 

and to maintain positive drainage.  Slight berming should be done in the Open Area to give a little 

“roll” to the space. 

 Protect existing drain inlets. Maintain existing drainage pattern. Armor drainage ways with larger 

rounded rocks - sizes to range from Cantaloupe to Basketball in diameter. Flat but rounded rocks 

with similar diameters may be an option. Materials may be provided by site, community partner or 

contractor. 

 The existing sidewalk and play structure are to remain. Add fence and a maintenance gate west of 

the Music and Movement area from corner of the building to meet existing fence at a 90-degree 

angle. Materials may be provided by site, community partner or contractor. 

 Remove two metal bouncy animals in the central circle of the existing K-Pre-K area.  

 Cut curb at circle to provide a ramped access point to area F for ADA accessibility.  

 

CIRCULATION AND SURFACING 

 Install compacted crushed stone surface as shown (by stippled pattern) on plan per local standard 

practice. Specify crushed stone as 1/4” minus with added fines. Install to meet ADA standards. Meet 

flush with existing walk and maintain positive drainage.  Materials may be provided by site, 

community partner or contractor. 

 Increase settled depth of engineered wood fiber, per local standard practice to 9” in 6’ use zone 

around stump sections and balance beam in Area F. Supplement in area of existing play structure as 

needed.  Materials may be provided by site, community partner or contractor. 

 

NATURE EXPLORE CLASSROOM DETAILS 

A. Entry Feature – A purchased or a custom-crafted Arbor is shown in the plan. This Entry welcomes all 

children into the outdoor classroom and gives children a sense of place and space. It could resemble the 

photo shown on the concept plan and should be wide enough to span the sidewalk/pathway. This might 

be something that the shop class at Furr could create or it can be ordered from the Nature Explore 

Resource Guide (left at the Design Consultation) as part of your award. Construction Note-if using Nature 

Explore Arbor, notch 5’ wide path directly under the arbor to ~3.5 wide as the arbor measures ~48” wide. 

B. Gathering Area – A Gathering Area allows for transitioning children into the space as they make plans 

for where they will play or transitioning children back inside as they share stories of their discoveries. It 

also is a perfect venue for reading outside. A Gathering Area is suggested just past the Entry on the 

existing concrete surface.  Five benches in a U-shape will accommodate 16- 20 students sitting with 

other students either seated on the concrete in front of the benches, standing behind, or seated at two 

additional benches placed parallel to the fence.  (The Open Area can also serve as a Gathering Area for 

larger groups of children.)  These could be simple, slab benches.  It is hoped that most of the wood/logs 

can be donated by either the Texas A & M Forest Service or by the Texas Forestry Association and then 

these benches created/constructed by the shop class at Furr or by parent volunteers.    



 

Some kind of shade element will be important in this Gathering Area.  A commercial grade shade 

umbrella that fits into a metal sleeve set in to the concrete so the top is flush with grade (nothing 

exposed) and the umbrella slips into the sleeve might work well. The sleeve can be capped when not in 

use- so there is zero tripping hazard. Our Nature Explore team has not tested any specific shade 

umbrellas so this should be done under that guidance of a contractor and vetted by your licensing folks 

for approval. This shade element would need to be purchased by the school or a contractor. Four planters 

(described in the Garden Area section) enhance the natural feel of this Area.                                                        

While not part of the Nature Explore Classroom or included in any grant funding, a Welcoming/ 

Gathering Area for families is shown on the plan at the school’s pick up/drop off area outside the Nature 

Explore Classroom Entry.  This is shown with six benches set in a soft S-shape.  Additional plant 

materials should be added for shade and beauty. Schools that have created similar family gathering 

spaces report these spaces allow families to “decompress” before moving on to the next part of their busy 

lives. This is something which could be added in the future, should the school wish to do so. 

C. Garden Area – The two existing planter boxes that were created in collaboration with the Girl Scouts 

are to remain.  An additional, low planter box where children can plant and grow vegetables or pollinator 

plantings has been added to the plan.  This planter box will be ordered as part of your award.  Four 

colorful circular planters interspersed between some of the benches in the Gathering Area also provide 

beauty and gardening opportunities for the different classes.  These circular planters should be 

purchased locally by the school.  Construction Note: Assemble Nature Explore Raised Planter Box 

(measures 2’ wide x 4’ long x 16.5” tall) per installation instructions. All tools and materials required for 

installation to be provided by school or contractor. See Nature Explore website for additional information. 

Fill planters and pots with potting soil/top soil mix and plant materials …all which should be purchased by 

the school. Some plant materials may be donated or can be purchased at a discount from Joe Blanton at 

the Houston Botanic Garden. 

D. Nature Art Area – Rich, versatile, open-ended natural items (shells, pods, cones) that spark 

imagination and help children appreciate the variety of nature's beauty are important in this space.  You 

may be able to collect some of these on your own but we also have some of these materials in the Nature 

Explore Resource Guide if that is easier. This area includes a Nature Art Table, which allows for sorting 

and classifying items as well as artistic representation.  This Nature Art table will be ordered as part of 

your award. A few stump stools could be added for seating. These stumps could be donated.  A picnic 

table, which can be used as a work table, is also suggested. Storage for additional natural materials is 

also shown in the plan.                                                                                                                                                 
 

Regional/local flagstone is the suggested surfacing in this Art Area.  Select stones with a 3” thickness, if 

possible.  Della Barbados reports that Nature’s Way has flagstone they provide free to schools, it just 

needs to be picked up.  Children can also use water to do evaporative painting on the stones. 

Construction note: Install irregularly shaped flagstone pavers with wood restraint edging, per local 

standard practice. Meet flush with adjacent grade, maintain positive drainage. 

 

E.  Sand Area - Sand lets children experiment with digging, molding, forming shapes in a tactile way. A 

natural stone border creates a pathway around the whole Area.  Low seating is shown at both ends.  A 

custom cover should be designed for this Area.  Sand should be covered when not in use.   A 

commercial grade shade umbrella could be purchased (by the school or a contractor) that fits into a 

metal sleeve set in to the concrete so the top is flush with grade (nothing exposed) and the umbrella slips 

into the sleeve. The sleeve can be capped when not in use- so there is zero tripping hazard. Our Nature 

Explore team has not tested any specific shade umbrellas so this should be done under that guidance of 

a contractor and vetted by your licensing folks for approval.  Construction notes: The inner section should 



 

be a custom built in-ground rectangular rot-resistant wood sand box with 12” raised edge surrounded by 

stone surfacing. Construct 12” wide seat on shorter sides, as shown. Stone surfacing should be 

irregularly-shaped Local/Regional Flagstone (hopefully available free from Nature’s Way).  Install per 

local standard practice.  Excavate the sand box area 24” below ground level and fill with play sand. 

Contractor/builder/school to provide all materials and oversee installation.  

F. Climbing and Crawling Area – The existing climbing structure is to be retained. This Climbing Area 

also includes red cedar log steps and a natural balance beam for building children’s balance and 

agility. These two elements will be ordered as part of your award.   Construction note: Please make sure 

to include a 6’ clearance around the perimeter of the stump steps and balance beam, and make sure that 

no element is installed higher than 18” above grade, and that there are no exposed footings. Surfacing in 

this whole Climbing Area is Engineered Wood Fiber or mulch at a depth of 9”.   

G.  Water Area - Water play which is calming and beneficial for children…especially during hot Houston 

weather.  No permanent structure is specified but a water table or the water feature from the Nature 

Explore Resource Guide could be brought out and used in this flexible space.   

H. Building Area - This Area allows for creative building and helps children develop fine motor and 

construction/engineering skills. Children need a level surface on which to build, so a composite or wood 

deck is suggested as surfacing. A new composite “Discovery Table” from the Resource Guide (which 

has a lip to contain the blocks) will be ordered as part of your award.  A nearby storage unit to hold 

blocks is also suggested. This storage unit could possibly be built by the Furr School shop class if 

materials can be donated OR a rectangular planter box from the Nature Explore Resouce Guide could be 

ordered as part of your award to serve as storage for blocks and building materials. A stump stool could 

be added for seating if you wish.  Construction note: Install approx. 10’x10’ wood deck. Designate one 

side to meet flush with adjacent grade, maintain positive drainage. Allow removable hatch panel to allow 

maintenance access to drain inlet below.  

I. Messy Materials Area - This is an area for great social interaction and gross motor development as 

children use their entire bodies to create forts and build/play with large log sections, sections of thick 

branches, and tree cookies.  Construction and engineering skills are developed in this Area as children 

experiment with building in more and more sophisticated ways as they grow.  Construction notes: The 

Messy Area should be furnished with large tree cookies, sections of stumps and thick branches.   

Logs (4’-8’ long) of a similar diameter (10”-20”) should be butted end-to-end around the perimeter 

as shown and secured in place with rebar or partially buried to prevent tipping or rolling. It is 

hoped that most of the wood/logs/tree cookies can be donated by either the Texas A & M Forest Service 

or Texas Forestry Association. A 10”-18” layer of wood chips or Engineered Wood Fiber (EWF) should be 

added in this space.  A central, forked ‘log of interest’ can be added to help initiate imaginative play 

and serve as a structural support for creative construction. Keep a 6’ clear zone around this central log for 

safety. A variety of other loose parts and seasonal items can be added to this area.                                                                                                                                        

J. Open Area – Children need an open space for running and active physical play as part of their healthy 

development. This Open Area also can serve as a Gathering Area for larger groups of children and space 

for viewing performances in the Music Area. Keep existing grass and re-establish as necessary, or you 

could seed turf grass or sod where/when a slight berm is added to is space.  Construction note: Shape 

ground surface as suggested in concept. Max. slope 20% (5:1) 

K. Music and Movement Area – Purposeful movement is important to children’s healthy growth and 

development and music inspires movement and creativity.  It is important to have tonal instruments in this 

area and not metal elements that just make noise, which can be extremely challenging for children with 



 

sensory integration issues.  This location for the Music Area was selected because the two walls of the 

school come together in an L, which provides a perfect space for creating backdrops for performances or 

supporting elements of dramatic play.  A marimba has been ordered for this area as part of your grant.  

Please note, if you order any drums or rainsticks from the Resource Guide, they are not meant to be 

stored outside. A low, accessible stage is also shown in the plan.  If decking is donated, this stage could 

be added right away to the space or the stage could be added later. Construction notes: Permanently 

install Nature Explore Marimba per Nature Explore Instructions. Concrete footings and materials required 

for installation of the marimba or the stage are to be provided by contractor or school site. Provide flush 

grade condition at stage rear for accessibility.  

Final thoughts – This is such an exciting project.  The support from the Green Ambassadors, along with 

the number of community contacts and donated resources available to you for creating your Nature 

Explore Classroom is remarkable and unique. We encourage you to take every advantage of those 

connections and build long lasting relationships as your outdoor classroom space evolves.  You will serve 

as a model to other sites around the country.   

To assure a safe and durable final product, it is recommended that the following items be 

installed/performed by a licensed contractor or skilled craftsperson: crushed stone pathway, entry, decks, 

flagstone flooring, stage, balance beams, log stump steppers, and any grading or dirt work in the space. 

A skilled craftsperson or trained group of volunteers can help establish the Messy Materials Area and 

permanently installed instruments.   

Congratulations on beginning this journey.  Please feel free to contact us with questions or needs. We 

want to support you in your admirable efforts to bring more of the joys of natural connections to the lives 

of children and families. 

Warm Regards, 

 
 
Susie Wirth       Jim Wike 
Nature Explore Outreach Director    Nature Explore Classroom Designer 


